Women's Music Radio Programs

1. **Womenfolk** at KFAI-FM in Minneapolis, MN
2. **Her Infinite Variety** at WORT-FM in Madison, WI
3. **WomanSong** at KKFI-FM in Kansas City, MO
4. **World Woman** at KOPN-FM in Columbia, MO
5. **Chick Habit** at WEVL-FM in Memphis
6. **The Women's Show** at WMNF-FM in Tampa
7. **Something About the Women** at WMFO-FM in Medford, MA
8. **Wild Woman Radio** at WNHU-FM in New Haven, CT
9. **Amazon Country** at WXPN-FM in Philadelphia
10. **Amazon Radio** at WPKN-FM in Bridgeport, CT
11. **Sirens' Muse** at WPVM-FM in Asheville, NC
12. **Eclectic Woman** at WTJU-FM in Charlottesville, VA
13. **Sophie's Parlor** at WPFW-FM in Washington, DC
14. **Eclectic Woman** at WMPG-FM in Portland, ME
15. **Women's Windows** at WERU-FM in Bangor, ME
16. **Women's Music Hour** at WXPN-FM in Philadelphia
17. **Women's Music Hour** at WPKN-FM in Bridgeport, CT
18. **Wild Woman Radio** at WNHU-FM in New Haven, CT
19. **Women on Wednesday** at KMUD-FM in Garberville, CA
20. **Women's Voices** at KUNV-FM in Las Vegas, NV
21. **Womanotes** at KBCS-FM in Bellevue, WA
22. **Womanotes** at WMPG-FM in Portland, ME
23. **Womanotes** at WPKN-FM in Bridgeport, CT
24. **Womanotes** at WPFW-FM in Washington, DC
25. **Women the 3rd Decade** at KRCL-FM in Salt Lake City (Off air)
26. **Women's Voices** at KUNV-FM in Las Vegas, NV
27. **Women's Music Hour** at WXPN-FM in Philadelphia